
 
 

 

IL PALMENTO 
Locorotondo (Itria Valley) – PUGLIA Region 

 

 
 

   
 

   
  
Location 
Puglia, Itria Valley, Locorotondo. Trulli, gently rolling countryside, olive oil, white wine, easy access to the 
beaches of the Adriatic and the Ionian seas and half a dozen picuresque towns, including Locorotondo, Martina 
Franca, Ostuni and the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Alberobello. 
Valle d'Itria is breathtaking landscapes, nature, colors, flavors to share, but, above all, is a lifestyle for those 
who are in search of a well-being harmony with the environment and nature: exploring the landscape, savoring 
traditional cuisine, enjoying the quiet of the countryside and the beauty of ancient villages, living the rural and 
religious traditions. There is a bit of everything for all desires and for every budget.   
Locorotondo is one of Puglia's prettiest towns with a proudly conserved, easily-walkable centre and a calm, 
laid-back atmosphere. No cone-topped cylinders here (as we can find in Alberobello), but plenty of 



 

 

“cummerse”, narrow rectangular town houses with pointed gable roofs, strangely evocative of north 
European, Baltic architecture.  
The old protective walls are traced by a perimeter road offer wonderful views over the surrounding agricultural 
land, a quilt of vineyards, olive groves.   
When you arrive in the town, a lot of narrow streets, bring you to the central piazza. The Church of St. George 
and the fine Romanesque Church of the Santa Maria della Greca are worth a look but monuments and 
churches are not the only reasons to visit Locorotondo: when you've spent an hour or so wandering the streets 
and are ready for lunch, try some “u tridde”, Locorotondo's speciality, a freshly made pasta and taste a glass 
or two of Locorotondo DOC wine . 
 
Property 
Our clients will live here the unique experience to fall asleep in a old village, and to wake up surrounded by 
olive trees and vineyards, in direct contact with a luxuriant and lively nature, tasting the typical local products 
starting from breakfast and discovering the beauty and history of this area for the rest of the day. 
Il Palmento is a fascinating 5 stars Relais, composed by 33 main trullos, built up between 1780 and 1820, and 
many other buildings, whose first name was “Jazzile Sabatelli”, entirely fenced with the typical stone walls and 
railing, with a total surface of 20000 mq, restored with the attentive supervision of Apulian Tourism 
Department, branch “Museums, cultural heritages and historical archives”. 
The most interesting characteristic of this old village was to have all the services in common for the inhabitants, 
who shared them, building up the ancient community called “u jazzile”, a dialect word referring to the big 
square, mostly circular, surroundes by several trullo houses. 
Every old trullo house is nowadays a “Suite”, taking its name from several vine varieties (Primitivo, 
Negroamaro, Verdeca, Fiano, Trebbiano, Bianco d’Alessano, Malvasia, Moscato Selvatico, Pampanuto, 
Moscato Bianco, Aglianico e Garganeca), another symbol of the history of this place, remembering the old 
wine road. 
During the whole period special weeks and week-ends will be available, both for individual clients and groups, 
with various events as cooking classes, painting and ceramic classes, wine tasting, yoga, road cycling, mountain 
bike, ceremonies and many others surprises for our clients. Everyone will have the possibility to enjoy the 
positive atmosphere and the good energy, able to go along with him during the stay in this place to discover. 
The right place for a remarkable vacation. 
 
Rooms 
“Il Palmento” has 12 Suite 2 to 5 beds and 12 Junior Suite, all authentic dwellings, tastefully furnished with 
extreme care and refinement of detail, with private bathroom, telephone, satellite TV, hairdryer, safe, mini-
bar, heating and room service on request. 
 
Price starting from: 250 euro per room per night with breakfast included 
 
Amenities included: 
 Free upgrade (upon availability) 
 Welcome drink 

Special campaign expressively made for Travel Counsellors 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Surroundings & Activities 
Suggest your clients nice places to visit around and interesting activities to complete the offer. 
 
Surroundings: 
Bari – 65km away 
Ostuni – 32km away 
Martina Franca – 13km away 
Alberobello – 15km away 
Brindisi: 70km away 
 
Activities 
Cooking class: 120 euro per pax 
Wine museum and tasting in Alberobello: 55 euro per pax 
 
 
Map & Accessibility 
Our transfers: prices per car, one way 
Night supplement 25% apply for services from 8pm to 7am 
 
Closest airport: Bari, 1hr away 
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 165 euro 
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 229 euro 
 
Closest railway station: Bari, 1hr away 
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 165 euro 
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 229 euro 
 



 

 

  
 
 


